OFFICE ORDER NO. : 02-MO/PCCF/18 Date: 23.04.2018

Statistical Information in the form of data is important to overview an organisation at a glance. The Forest Department though 150 years old, do not have the statistical data in an organised form. It has now become very necessary to compile those data on different aspects including establishments from various divisional units under Directorate of Forests, Govt. of West Bengal.

So a committee is hereby constituted with the following members to formulate standard pro-forma for compilation of the statistical data.

COMMITEE

1. Shri Tapas Das, IFS CCF/PGLI, Chairman
2. Shri Kalyan Das, IFS CCF/South-East Circle, Member
3. Shri Rajeev Sharma, IFS CCF/ HQ, Member
4. Shri Subhankar Sengupta, IFS CF/ Wildlife HQ & CCF Member
5. Shri Debanshu Mallick, IFS CF/ Research Member
6. Shri Bidyut Kr. Haldar, IFS DCF/MIS, Member – Convenor

TERMS AND REFERENCE:

1. The Committee should consult the current proformas which are being used in the division level at present.
2. The proforma for statistical information should cover all the fields of information of all assets of establishments of the Forest Directorate including forestry activities.
3. All the proforma should be very simple and informative.
4. The committee should submit its report within 31st May'2018.

(N. K. Pandey)
Principal Chief Conservator of Forests &
Head of Forest Force, West Bengal